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Development and Validation of a Child Finite Element Model for Use in 

Pedestrian Accident Simulations 

Yunzhu Meng 

ABSTRACT 

Car collisions are the third leading cause of unintentional death and injury among children 

aged 5 to 14. The pedestrian lower-extremity represents the most frequently injured body region 

in car-to-pedestrian accidents. Several sub-system tests (head, upper and lower legs) were 

developed for pedestrian protection in Asia and Europe. However, with exception of a child 

headform impact test, all other subsystem tests are designed for prediction of adult pedestrian 

injuries. Due to differences in impact location and material properties, existing subsystem tests 

and dummies designed for adult pedestrian cannot be used for child pedestrian protection by 

simple scaling. Thus, the development of a computational child pedestrian model could be a better 

alternative that characterizes the whole-body response of vehicle–pedestrian interactions and 

assesses the pedestrian injuries. 

Although several computational models for child pedestrian were developed in 

MADYMO/LS-DYNA, each has limitations. Children differ structurally from adults in several 

ways, which are critical to address before studying pediatric pedestrian protection. To aid in the 

development of accurate pediatric models, child pedestrian lower-extremity data presented in 

literature were first summarized. This review includes common pedestrian injuries, anatomy, 

anthropometry, structural and mechanical properties.  

A Finite Element (FE) model corresponding to a six-year-old child pedestrian (GHBMC 

6YO-PS) was developed in LS-DYNA. The model was obtained by linear scaling an existing adult 

model corresponding to 5th percentile female anthropometry to an average six-year-old child’s 

overall anthropometry taken from literature, and then by morphing to the final target geometry. 

Initially, the material properties of an adult model were assigned to the child model, and then were 

updated based on pediatric data during the model validation. Since the lower extremity injuries are 

the most common injuries in pedestrian accidents, the model validation focus on the pelvis and 

lower extremity regions. Three-point bending test simulations were performed on the femur and 

tibia and the results were compared to Post-Mortem Human Subject (PMHS) data. The knee model 
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was also simulated under valgus bending, the primary injury mechanism of the knee under lateral 

loading. Then, the whole pedestrian model was simulated in lateral impact simulation and its 

response was compared to PMHS data. Finally, the stability of the child model was tested in a 

series of pediatric Car-to-Pedestrian Collision (CPC) with pre-impact velocities ranging from 20 

km/h up to 60 km/h. Overall, the lower extremity and pelvis models showed biofidelity against 

PMHS data in component simulations. The stiffness and fracture FE responses showed a good 

match to PMHS data reported in the literature. The knee model predicted common ligament 

injuries observed in PMHS tests and a lower bending stiffness than adult data. The pelvis impact 

force predicted by the child model showed a similar trend with PMHS test data as well. The whole 

pedestrian model was stable during CPC simulations. In addition, the most common injuries 

observed in pedestrian accidents including fractures of lower limb bones and ruptures of knee 

ligaments were predicted by the model. The child model was accepted to be used according to 

Euro-NCAP protocol, so it will be used by safety researchers in the design of front ends of new 

vehicles in order to increase pedestrian protection of children. 
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Pedestrian Accident Simulations 
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

Car collisions are the third leading cause of unintentional death and injury among children 

aged 5 to 14. The pedestrian lower-extremity represents the most frequently injured body region 

in car-to-pedestrian accidents. Several tests focusing on head, upper and lower legs were developed 

for pedestrian protection in Asia and Europe. However, with exception of a child headform impact 

test, all other subsystem tests are designed for prediction of adult pedestrian injuries. Due to 

differences in impact location and material properties, existing subsystem tests and dummies 

designed for adult pedestrian cannot be used for child pedestrian protection by simple scaling. 

Thus, the development of a computational child pedestrian model could be a better alternative that 

characterizes the whole-body response of vehicle–pedestrian interactions and assesses the 

pedestrian injuries. 

Although several computational models for child pedestrian were developed in 

MADYMO/LS-DYNA software, each has limitations. Children differ structurally from adults in 

several ways, which are critical to address before studying pediatric pedestrian protection. To aid 

in the development of accurate pediatric models, child pedestrian lower-extremity data presented 

in literature were first summarized. This review includes common pedestrian injuries, anatomy, 

anthropometry, structural and mechanical properties.  

A Finite Element (FE) model corresponding to a six-year-old child pedestrian (GHBMC 

6YO-PS) was developed in LS-DYNA. The model was obtained by linear scaling an existing adult 

model corresponding to 5th percentile female anthropometry to an average six-year-old child’s 

overall anthropometry taken from literature, and then by morphing to the final target geometry. 

Initially, the material properties of an adult model were assigned to the child model, and then were 

updated based on pediatric data during the model validation. Since the lower extremity injuries are 

the most common injuries in pedestrian accidents, the model validation focus on the pelvis and 

lower extremity regions. Three-point bending test simulations were performed on the femur and 

tibia and the results were compared to Post-Mortem Human Subject (PMHS) data. The knee model 
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was also simulated under valgus bending, the primary injury mechanism of the knee under lateral 

loading. Then, the whole pedestrian model was simulated in lateral impact simulation and its 

response was compared to PMHS data. Finally, the stability of the child model was tested in a 

series of pediatric Car-to-Pedestrian Collision (CPC) with pre-impact velocities ranging from 20 

km/h up to 60 km/h. Overall, the lower extremity and pelvis models showed biofidelity against 

PMHS data in component simulations. The stiffness and fracture FE responses showed a good 

match to PMHS data reported in the literature. The knee model predicted common ligament 

injuries observed in PMHS tests and a lower bending stiffness than adult data. The pelvis impact 

force predicted by the child model showed a similar trend with PMHS test data as well. The whole 

pedestrian model was stable during CPC simulations. In addition, the most common injuries 

observed in pedestrian accidents including fractures of lower limb bones and ruptures of knee 

ligaments were predicted by the model. The child model was accepted to be used according to 

Euro-NCAP protocol, so it will be used by safety researchers in the design of front ends of new 

vehicles in order to increase pedestrian protection of children. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Pedestrian Injury Facts 

About 1.25 million traffic deaths are recorded globally every year, 50% of which are 

vulnerable road users: pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists1. While the number of U.S. traffic 

fatalities per year decreased from 42,708 (2006) to 35,092 (2015), pedestrian fatalities remained 

almost unchanged and even increased recently from 4,779 (2013) to 5,376 (2015) (Figure 1-1 a). 

In 2015, 4.3% of all pedestrian fatalities (233 of 5,376) were children under 14-years-old. Children 

in the age groups 0-4 and 5-9 years old had the highest percentage killed (21%)2. Latest child 

pedestrian fatalities in traffic crash data were based on the traffic safety fact data collected in 20143. 

Children in the 4-7 year-old age group tend to have the highest likelihood of pedestrian fatality in 

traffic accidents (31% of U.S. child pedestrian fatalities under 14-year-old, 64 of 207) (Figure 1-1 

b). Overall, pedestrian injury is the third-leading cause of injury-related death for children aged 5 

to 14 in the U.S.4 

 

Figure 1-1. U.S. traffic fatalities facts: a) Total traffic fatalities and pedestrian fatalities2 b) Child 

pedestrian fatalities3 

Pedestrians are usually impacted by the front end of the vehicle5. The head and lower 

extremity are the regions most likely to incur AIS 2+ injuries in child pedestrian accidents6,7 

(Figure 1-2 a). The lower extremity has the highest frequency of serious (AIS 3+) injury in the 

children pedestrian. Children in the age groups 4-6 and 7-9 years have the highest percentage of 

a) b) 
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serious lower extremity injuries (Figure 1-2 b)7. Femur fractures and tibia fractures occur most 

frequently in the age range 4-9 years and 10-15 years respectively (Figure 1-3)7. 

 

Figure 1-2. Percentage injury distribution in child pedestrian fatalities with at least one injury: a) 

AIS 2+; b) AIS 3+ 7 

 

Figure 1-3. Percentage lower extremity distribution in child pedestrian fatalities with at least one 

AIS 2+ injury 7 

Pedestrian accidents involving children between 4 and 12 years old occur most frequently 

in mid-block areas or at intersections8. Injuries to child pedestrians are influenced by factors such 

as vehicle design, road environment, traffic engineering, child behavior9, and temporal factors (e.g. 

time of day and season of the year). 

While a child head impact test is currently being used in pedestrian protection regulations10, 

the rapid advancement in both computational power and non-linear finite element (FE) technology 

could promote a computational component to supplement safety tests. The lower extremity is the 

most commonly injured region in pedestrian collisions. Therefore, this review focuses on data 

a) b) 
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available in the literature regarding child anthropometry and mechanical properties that can be 

used in the development of child lower extremity models corresponding to both preschool (3- to 

5-year-old) and middle (6- to 12-year-old) children. In addition, component test data which can be 

used in the validation of the child lower extremity models is reviewed as well. 

1.2 Current testing methods and numerical models for child pedestrian 

Testing with anthropometric test devices (ATD)/ dummies is a conventional methodology 

to research kinematics and injury assessment. Several sub-system tests (head, upper and lower legs) 

were developed for pedestrian protection in Asia11 and Europe10. However, only a headform 

impact test relates to child pedestrian protection10. Due to differences in impact location and 

material properties, existing subsystem tests and dummies designed for the adult pedestrian cannot 

be used for child pedestrian protection by simple scaling12-14. 

A few child finite element (FE) models have been developed and employed in numerical 

simulations of car-to-pedestrian collisions (CPC)15-17. However, existing FE models have inherent 

limitations at the development and validation levels. A pedestrian FE model was constructed using 

the magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) scans from a six-year-old child, but the material 

properties still need to be improved18,19. A ten-year-old pedestrian model was developed and 

validation simulations were performed20. However, this child model has significant 

anthropometric differences to a six-year-old child, so its responses cannot be simply scaled to a 

6YO. While the development of a 6-year-old pedestrian model15 was recently reported, the 

validation of its lower extremity region, the most injured body region, was not reported yet. In 

addition, all previous child models lack the benefit from the material and component test data that 

has been published recently. 

To develop improved technologies for child pedestrian protection, a subsystem impact test 

with child head impactor was introduced in regulations in Europe and Asia10. In addition, test 

targets which mimic a running child (5 km/h) are used in a new test for evaluation of pedestrian 

AEB (Automatic Emergency Braking) systems introduced in 2016. While an adult pedestrian 

dummy (50th male Polar ATD) was designed and evaluated against PMHS tests21-23, no child 

pedestrian ATD has been developed yet. Rapid advancements in computational power make 

numerical child pedestrian models important tools for safety research. Two types of child 
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pedestrian models were reported in the literature: Multi-body (MB) models and Finite element (FE) 

models. 

Multi-body systems (MS) approximate the human body as a set of rigid bodies with pre-

defined inertial properties connected by various types of joints in an open-loop system known as 

“tree structure”. Depending on the modeling techniques applied to represent the geometry of its 

components, the human MS models are classified into either ellipsoid or facet models. While the 

geometry of ellipsoid models is described by means of ellipsoids, cylinders and planes, the facet 

models use massless shell elements connected to the rigid bodies to provide a better geometric 

representation than the ellipsoids. MADYMO (TASS, Rijswijk, The Netherlands) is a well-used 

software package to develop the MB model and all the MB models shown below were developed 

using MADYMO. 

Liu and Yang24 developed MB model for a 3, 6, 9 and 15-year-old child pedestrian in 2002. 

Anthropometry data was scaled from a 50th percentile adult male model. Each model consists of 

15 ellipsoids connected by 14 joints (Figure 1-4 a). Age-related biomaterial properties were taken 

into consideration and based on literature sources25,26. Child MB models were validated under the 

CPC reconstructions with a 7- and a 9-year-old child pedestrian. Trajectories of children and 

vehicles, and head impact location were the factors used in validation and the MB models showed 

agreement. However, questionable results were seen in the knee lateral bending angle, which was 

about 50 degrees in simulation but no injury of knee ligament was recorded in the accident. Thus, 

the scaling method of joint stiffness should be a focus in future research. 

In 2006, de Lange and van Rooij scaled the male 50th percentile adult model to 3 and 6-

year-old child pedestrian models using MADYMO27. The anthropometries of the child models 

were based on the specification of the Q child dummies28. Each model consists of 64 ellipsoids 

(Figure 1-4 b). No validation/ application was performed on these models while the 50th percentile 

adult model was validated by accident reconstruction. 

In 2006, a head-to-hood impact was reconstructed by Yao using MS and facet models both 

corresponding to a 7-year-old child pedestrian which was scaled down from a validated adult 

pedestrian model29. The MS child pedestrian model consists of 15 ellipsoids connected by 16 joints 

while the facet model used a total of 9276 facet elements (Figure 1-4 c). CPC was reconstructed 
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to validate the models. To reduce the simulation time, only the front parts of the vehicle were 

modeled. Head and hip trajectories showed reasonable agreement between two models, injury 

parameters (3-ms acceleration, HIC values, angular velocity and acceleration) were given in the 

paper and showed that both models could predict injury levels. 

 

Figure 1-4. Child MS pedestrian models: a) 3, 6, and 9 years old child models compared to mid-

size adult male model (left to right)24; b) 3, and 6 years old child models compared to a mid-size 

male models (left to right)27; c) for 7-year-old child29 

A running gait to the child pedestrian MB model was also defined to improve the accident 

reconstruction of child pedestrians30. The child MB model consists of 52 rigid bodies and 66 

kinematic joints (64 ellipsoids, 2 planes). The joint angles were based on pediatric gait data31-34. 

Currently, FE models are the most sophisticated and accurate human models. In addition 

to a better geometry and contact forces representation, these models allow the deformation of their 

components and can predict the local distribution of stress and strain. A number of pedestrian 

models have been developed in various FE software, either covering the complete body or focusing 

on the lower limbs.  

In 2003, Okamoto developed a FE model for the 6-year-old child pedestrian using PAM-

CRASH (ESI Group, Paris, France) (Figure 1-5 a)17. The lower limb models were developed in 

detail based on MRI scans obtained from a child volunteer. Specific child anatomical features were 

implemented in the model (e.g. the ossification centers at the femoral head, femoral and tibial 

condyles, ankle, the epiphyseal cartilage at ends of the femur and tibia and growth plates). The 

menisci geometry was obtained from the MRI scans and anatomy book was referenced to model 

the knee ligaments (ACL, PCL, LCL and MCL). The model was validated in a pedestrian accident 

reconstruction study18. 

a) b) c) 
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THUMS (Total Human Model for Safety) Version 4 models were released in 2010 which 

included a 6-year-old child pedestrian FE model. All THUMS models were developed with LS-

DYNA. However, little information about the development and validation of THUMS child 

pedestrian model was provided in literature35. 

CHARM-10 occupant and pedestrian models corresponding to a 10-year-old child were 

recently released (Figure 1-5 b)36. Anthropometry data and internal measurements of bony 

structures were based on clinical images (CT and MRI). The model has a stature of 140 cm and 

weight 35 kg. The FE model includes 993 parts, 949,311 nodes and 1,678,610 elements. Material 

properties were based on literature resources or scaled from adult data. Validation was performed 

at the component level (e.g. pelvis, pelvic girdle, long bones, lower legs and knee in the lower 

limbs). The kinematic response (head impact time) showed reasonable agreement with a 

MADYMO model in a CPC simulation but no quantitative validation was performed.  

A 6-year-old pedestrian FE model (GHBMC 6YO-PS) was recently released (Figure 1-5 

c)37,38. The geometry of the child model is based on literature sources39 and surface scan data40 of 

a 6-year-old child (117 cm height and 23.86 kg). The model includes more than 580 parts, 538,000 

nodes and 834,000 elements. Material properties of long bones cortical bone were assigned based 

on literature sources41,42. Validations were performed on component (e.g. pelvis, long bone and 

knee) and whole-body levels. CPC simulations were performed under various impact velocities 

(20-60 km/h), head impact time (HIT) and wrap around distance (WAD) were compared among 

the simulations and showed reasonable results. 

 

Figure 1-5. Child FE models: a) Six-year-old child lower extremity model17; b) CHARM-10 

model36; c) GHBMC_6YO-PS model37,38 

  

a) 
b) c) 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Car collisions are the third leading cause of unintentional death and injury among children 

aged 5 to 14. The pedestrian lower-extremity represents the most frequently injured body region 

in car-to-pedestrian accidents. The goal of this study was to perform a systematic review of the 

data related to pedestrian lower-extremity injuries, anatomy, anthropometry, structural and 

mechanical properties which could be used in the development of new pediatric finite element 

models. The study begins with a review of epidemiologic data related to pediatric pedestrian 

accidents. Anatomy of the child lower extremity and aged-related anthropometry data are 

presented. Then, mechanical properties of the lower extremity main components (e.g. bone, 

cartilage, growth plate, tendon and knee ligaments) available in literature were summarized. The 

stress vs. strain curves derived from quasi-static and dynamic coupon tests presented in various 

studies were compared and discussed. Structural properties of the pediatric lower extremity 

available in literature were included as well. The study concluded with a brief description of 

current child pedestrian models.  We believe that this review study could be used in improving 

current child models or for the development and validation of new child models used by safety 

researchers for the protection of the pediatric population. 

2.1 Lower Limb Anatomy and Injuries 

2.1.1 Child Anthropometry Data 

Child pedestrian protection methods could differ based on the pedestrian age. The 

anthropometry data included in this study are mostly based on the 3, 6 and 10-year-old children, 

and could be used to develop pedestrian numerical models corresponding to these ages. The 

popular growth charts (50th percentile data) for these three ages are summarized and compared 

with corresponding data of Hybrid III anthropometric test devices (ATD), which are currently used 

in regulatory crash tests (Table 2-1). 
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Table 2-1. Child anthropometric data: Stature (cm) / Weight (kg) 

 3YO 6YO 10YO Reference 

Boy 96.1/14.3 116.0/20.5 137.8/31.2 43,44 

Girl 95.1/13.9 115.1/20.2 138.6/31.9 
43 
44 

Boy 98.8/15.9 119.5/23.1 142.5/38.0 45 

Girl 99.0/15.4 118.8/22.5 144.5/39.0 45  

Hybrid 

III 

Dummy 

94.5/16.2 114.0/23.4 NA/35.2 46,47 

(Note: Hybrid III 10-year-old child dummy was designed for occupant. No stature data was 

published.) 

Average bone lengths were reported in several previous studies: the average femur and 

tibia lengths differentiated by gender were reported from a series of sixty-seven children48. The 

femur and tibia length were recorded on a series of 112 subjects (52 girls and 61 boys) and it was 

reported as 50th percentile data49. Tibia and femur lengths of Korean children from the ages of 3 

to 16 years were reported in literature as well50 (Table 2-2). 

Table 2-2. The length of children lower extremity bones reported in literature (cm) (Boy/Girl) 

 3YO 6YO 10YO Reference 

Femur 21.09/21.29 28.09/28.52 36.29/36.72 48 

Femur 22.31/22.85 30.09/29.34 36.77/36.52 50 

Femur 19.84 27.14 35.20 49 

Tibia 16.79/16.81 22.12/22.53 28.53/29.28 48 

Tibia 17.95/17.87 23.35/22.53 28.77/28.66 50 

Tibia 16.29 22.11 29.21 49 

Fibula 16.18 21.93 28.68 49 

 

2.1.2 Anatomic Differences between Child and Adult 

Development of the human body occurs continuously from birth to adulthood. Body 

proportions change significantly during this growth period. For example, the child head is about 

1⁄4 of the total body length at birth but only 1⁄7 of the total length for an adult51. The mid-point of 
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the body is at the umbilicus level in the newborn, but it moves below the umbilicus during the 

growth. Lower extremity length also increases with respect to the length of the torso and upper 

extremity during the growth (Figure 2-1). Girls typically experience pubertal growth spurt between 

11 and 14 years old, becoming taller than boys the same age. While girls were frequently reported 

as taller than boys from age 6-10, similar body proportions were reported in children of either sex 

up to 10 or 11 years-old51.  

 
Figure 2-1. Percentage distribution of body segments changes with age51 

 

Bones change from childhood to adulthood in terms of shape and size. A newborn’s 

skeleton consists mostly of cartilage which ossifies into bone as the body matures. Initially, 

metaphases of the long bones are separated by a thin layer, called a growth plate, which is invisible 

in x-ray scans until it begins to ossify. The presence of a growth plate is considered a reference 

point to differentiate immature bone from mature bone52. In modeling, the growth plate requires 

careful attention because this cartilage layer is the weakest area of the young skeleton53. The 

femoral head growth plate thickness decreased from 4 to 0.5 mm with age (Table 2-3)54. Lower 

variations in growth plate thickness (up to 12-years-old) were reported for the fibula and tibia with 

average sizes of 3.1 mm, and 3.9 mm respectively (Table 2-4)55. 

Table 2-3. Growth plate width vs. age (Femur)54 

Age (Years) Femoral head growth plate thickness (mm) 

0-4 1-4 

5-9 1 

10-14 0.5-1 

15-19 0.5 
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Table 2-4. Growth plate width vs. age (Fibula and tibia)55 

 

 

Fibula growth plate width (mm) Tibia growth plate width (mm) 

0-3 3.0±0.6 4.1±0.4 

3-6 2.9±0.7 3.9±0.8 

6-9 3.5±0.9 4.2±1.0 

9-12 3.2±1.1 3.3±0.8 

Mean 3.1±0.8 3.9±0.9 

 

Although the data in Tables 2-3 and 2-4 was measured from X-ray images, MRI scans 

better capture growth plate width (Figure 2-2). Therefore, MRI scans of lower extremity long 

bones are recommended for use in model development. 

 

Figure 2-2 Child long bones MRI Imaging56 

Child long bones have a higher percent of trabecular bone and are surrounded by a thick 

periosteum. As a child grows up, ossification occurs and some of the trabecular bone converts to 

cortical bone57. Higher ultimate strains were observed in child bone samples than in adult bone 

samples58. The periosteum makes the bone more plastic that affects the fracture pattern (Figure 

2-3). Buckle fracture is an incomplete fracture type, which typically occurs near the metaphysis of 

the bone. The side of the bone under compression crunches down upon itself causing the bone to 

crumple on one side59. Child bones are more likely than adult bones to fracture in buckling due to 
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higher elasticity (Figure 2-3 a). Greenstick fracture involves a bend on one side and another partial 

fracture on the other side (Figure 2-3 b). They are more common in children than adults. The low 

ratio between the mature and the immature enzymatic cross-links in child bone tissue is a potential 

explanation for the higher presence of greenstick fractures in children60. Finally, a complete 

fracture could occur in the metaphysis region (Figure 2-3 c). 

 

Figure 2-3. Three metaphysic fracture patterns: a) Buckle; b) Greenstick; c) Complete fracture61  

2.2 Material Properties of Pediatric Lower Extremities 

Material properties are usually derived from testing specimens under simple loading 

(tension, compression, shear). The stress-strain relationship is derived based on load and 

displacement data recorded in testing. Optimization algorithms can be used to identify the most 

appropriate parameters for constitutive equations resulting in the best fit between computational 

and experimental stress-strain curves. Some material models in finite element (FE) software allow 

direct input of curves measured in uniaxial tests, eliminating the need for parameter identification. 

The material properties of pediatric lower limb components (e.g. bone, cartilage, ligaments) are 

reviewed in the following sections. 

2.2.1 Material Properties of Bone 

Bone is an inhomogeneous, anisotropic and viscoelastic material62. Incomplete ossification 

affects pediatric material properties making it elastic and rubbery52. Several tests were performed 

on child bone samples to identify the relationship between bone material properties (e.g. density, 

Young’s and Poisson’s moduli, etc.) and age. The cortical and trabecular bones have different 

mechanical characteristics, so tests were usually performed separately on samples of each bone 

type. However, due to limited pediatric data available in the literature, tests performed on whole 

bone samples were included in this study as well. Compression and bending properties are 

summarized separately due to bone anisotropic properties. 
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2.2.1.1 Bone Density 

The bone density data obtained from tests using child PMHS samples are summarized in 

Figure 2-463-70 . 

 

Figure 2-4. Density vs. Age: a) cortical bone; b) whole bone and trabecular bone (Circle marks) 

        Note:  Lines were used to show the average data for a certain age interval 

 

Although a slight increase in bone density is observed from childhood to early adulthood, 

no significant dependence with age71,72, gender73 or race67 among the children was shown. 

Mechanical properties of bone were shown to change relative to bone density, so regression 

equations between material parameters and density were proposed in the literature. For example, 

a linear relationship of bending Young’s modulus corresponding to femoral or tibial cortical bone 

was proposed as Eqn. 1.74,75. 

𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 26.3 × 𝜌𝑤𝑒𝑡 − 32.9                               (Eqn. 1) 

A relationship for the Young’s modulus of both cancellous and cortical bone was 

developed as Eqn. 2.76 

𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = −0.29 + 0.0042𝜌 + 1.8 × 10−12𝜌2     (Eqn. 2) 

Although eight specimens from a 16-year-old patient were employed in the first test, all 

the test data was published without considering age as a distinct variable.  

a) b) 
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2.2.1.2 Compressive Properties of Bone 

 Compressive material properties of pediatric cortical bone were reported by two 

studies58,77. In the first study58, cortical bone samples were collected from femoral and tibia shafts 

of children (age range: 4 to 15 years, mean value 10.35 years) and adult subjects (age range: 22 to 

62 years). Cylindrical samples (3 mm diameter and 18 mm height) were compressed at a 0.1 s-1 

strain rate until failure or until a 5% reduction of the specimen height was observed. The stress-

strain curves were derived based on the time histories of load and extensometer displacement 

recorded during the testing. In children, the Young’s modulus was reported as 12 GPa (34% lower 

than adult’s data). The average values of yield stress and the ultimate stress showed to be lower 

for child bone than adult bone as 110 MPa (18% lower) and 130 MPa (33% lower). No significant 

difference was observed in the yield strain (1.1%) between pediatric and adult samples, but the 

ultimate strain (εuc) showed a decreasing trend with age (Eqn. 3, Figure 2-5 c) 

εuc(%)=2.37-0.01×age (Eqn. 3) 

A relationship between Young’s modulus (E) and Yield stress (σy) was derived as Eqn. 4 

(Figure 2-5 a). 

E=11.75×σy+2.48   (Eqn. 4) 

In addition, Young’s modulus, yield stress, ultimate stress were also correlated using 

polynomial relationships with respect to bone ash density. While the data is very valuable for bone 

modelling, it has some limitations. Even though no visible lesions were observed in tested bone 

specimens, it should be mentioned that cancer was the cause of death of child PMHS donors. In 

addition, the results of 5 femur and 7 tibia pediatric tests were reported together and the cylindrical 

specimens had lower dimensions (2 mm diameter and 14 mm height) in 4 tests due to the low 

thickness of the cortical wall.  

Compression tests were performed on the children long bone samples to investigate how a 

genetic disorder (Osteogenesis imperfect) affects the bone material properties77. Cortical bone 

samples collected from three healthy child PMHS (8, 14 and 16 year-old) were cut into 

parallelepipeds (approximately 3 mm long, 1.6 mm wide and 1.6 mm high). The samples were 

initially loaded to 100 N, then unloaded and loaded again until fracture at 0.7 µm/s displacement 

rate. A Young’s modulus, defined as the slope of linear unloading portion, was derived from the 
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three bone samples of the 8-year-old child PMHS as 9.6 GPa. The corresponding average yield 

and ultimate stresses were reported as 105 MPa and 163.9 MPa (Figure 2-5 a, b), respectively.  

Tests were also performed to investigate the age effect on the material properties of 

trabecular bone78. Samples of lumbar and calcaneus trabecular bone were collected from 150 

PMHS between 10 and 90 years old. Calcaneus cubical samples (1.27 cm size) of a 10-year-old 

boy and three other PMHS children between 10- to 15-years-old were included in this study. A 

direct dependence between the ultimate stress and the age was observed (Figure 2-5 b). 

 

Figure 2-5. Long Bone Mechanical Properties under Compression Tests: a) Yield Stress vs. 

Young’s Modulus for femoral or tibial cortical bone58,77; b) Ultimate Stress vs. Age77,78; c) 

Ultimate Strain vs. Age58 

2.2.1.3 Bending Properties of Bone 

Bending tests were performed on cortical bone samples of 9 PMHS under 14-years-old41. 

Rectangular parallelepiped samples with approximately 23 to 26 mm length, 3 mm width and 2 

mm height were collected from the mid femoral shaft and then loaded under periosteal-endosteal 

direction at 5 mm/min constant rate. The values of Young’s modulus for 4, 6 and 8-year-old 

femoral cortical bone were reported as 98.5, 137.8 and 122.7 GPa. The ultimate stresses were 

recorded as 176.8, 207.2 and 190.4 MPa. Both bending strength and Young’s modulus increased 
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steadily with age (up to 90-year-old), except the specimens from the six-year-old child. It should 

mention that the six-year-old child suffered diabetes which may affect its bone properties. 

Values of Young’s modulus and ultimate stress were also reported75.  Four specimens (4 

mm) were collected from the cross-sections of left femurs.  The average wet densities (ρ_wet) 

were reported as 1.64, 1.76 and 1.84 g/cm2 corresponding to pediatric subjects of 2.5, 13 and 15-

years-old.  Based on the empirical relationship derived for tibial bone79, Young’s modulus (E) was 

calculated as 10.2, 13.4 and 15.5 GPa.  For the same pediatric data, the ultimate stress was 

calculated as 212, 233 and 247 MPa based on another empirical relationship of ultimate stress vs. 

elastic modulus79,80.  

Three-point bending tests were performed on the coupons collected from 3 to 16-year-old 

PMHS. The bone was assumed transversely isotropic, so the tests were performed along the 

longitudinal and circumferential directions. Five cycles of preconditioning with 0.2 mm/min were 

performed for each test, and a 2 mm/min ramp was used to failure. Typical load-displacement 

curves were published and the average Young’s modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength were 

derived as 4.4 GPa, 61.4 MPa and 83.0 MPa along the longitudinal direction and 1.6 GPa, 20.8 

MPa and 26.5 MPa along the circumferential orientation. Finally, it should be mentioned that all 

tested PMHS used in this study suffered bone disease which may affect the bone material81. 

The failure stress of bone was also reported from three-point bending tests of femur and 

tibia specimens collected from children aged 2.5 to 12 years82. Ultimate force and deformation 

were recorded in tests, and the bending stress was estimated based on the average length of the 

femur shown in Table 2-550 (Figure 2-6). 

Table 2-5. Femur and tibia average length for ages50 

 Femur (cm) Tibia (cm) 

3YO 22.31 17.95 

4YO 24.62 19.90 

5YO 27.91 21.60 

6YO 30.09 23.35 

7YO 31.66 24.64 

8YO 33.24 26.02 

12YO 40.21 31.45 
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Figure 2-6. Ultimate Stress vs. Age (Open circle: estimate values) (∆: tibial data; all other marks: 

femoral data)41,75,82 

 

Table 2-6. Long bone material properties under tensile test (15-year-old)83 

 Young’s 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Yield 

strain (%) 

Failure 

strain (%) 

Yield 

stress 

(MPa) 

Failure 

stress 

(MPa) 

Strain rate 

(%/s) 

Femur Lateral 15.9800 0.8820 1.6780 139.6400 161.6600 0.0620 

Femur Medial 14.5250 0.8975 2.2000 128.3250 147.0500 0.0788 

Tibia Lateral 17.5 0.91 1.4 178.2 148.4 0.0540 

Tibia Medial 15.75 0.97 1.475 153.4 164.85 0.0425 

Tibia 

Posterior 

14.35 0.89 1.325 127.15 144.3 0.0625 

 

2.2.2 Material Properties of Articular Cartilage 

2.2.2.1 Tensile Properties of Articular Cartilage 

Articular cartilage is a white smooth tissue that covers the ends of long bones in the joint 

region. Its function is to facilitate the load transmission in joints with very low friction and wear. 

The structure and material properties of articular cartilage are depth dependent, so it is usually 

classified into three zones (superficial, middle and deep) and a calcified zone which connect it to 

the bone84. To quantify changes to articular cartilage in the knee85,86 and ankle86 , tensile tests were 

performed on cartilage coupons collected from 7 to 90 year-old PMHS. The tensile stiffness (under 

10 MPa) and ultimate stresses measured in pediatric specimens tended to show higher values than 
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the corresponding adult properties, especially in the femoral head (Figure 2-7Figure 2-8) (Table 

2-7). 

Table 2-7. Material properties of child articular cartilage 

Age 

(Years

) 

Bone Type 

Superficial Zone Middle and Deep Zones 

Reference 
Ultimate 

Stress 

(MPa) 

Tensile stiffness 

at 10 MPa 

applied stress 

(MPa) 

Ultimat

e Stress 

(MPa) 

Tensile stiffness 

at 10 MPa 

applied stress 

(MPa) 

7 

Femoral 

Condyle 

Cartilage 

33 150 32* 60-100* 86 

8 
Femoral 

Condyle 
25 136 27  85 

9 

Femoral 

Condyle 

Cartilage 

31 98 32  85 

8 
Talar 

Cartilage 
24 125 17.5*  86 

*: Middle zone material properties 

 

 

Figure 2-7. Articular Cartilage Tensile Ultimate Stress vs. Age:  □: Superficial Zone; ○: Middle 

and Deep Zones85,86  
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Figure 2-8. Tensile Stiffness vs. Age under 1, 5, 10 MPa loading stress: a) Superficial Zone; b) 

Mid-depth Zone85,86 

2.2.3 Material Properties of Growth Plate 

In pediatric long bones, the growth plate is a thin hyaline cartilage that separates the shaft 

from the epiphyses and distributes the load placed on osseous units. Growth plates have different 

mechanical properties than bone87-89. Therefore, distinct growth plate models should be 

incorporated into pediatric long bone models to better predict the long bone injuries. The material 

properties of growth plate were reported in literature90. All of these studies except two91,92, were 

performed on animal specimens including rats91,93,94, rabbits95, pigs96,97, and calves88,89. 

The tensile stress-strain relationship of bovine femoral growth plate tested along the growth 

direction has an exponential shape: 𝜎 = 𝐴(𝑒𝐵𝜖 − 1), where σ is the engineering stress and the ε is 

the Green-Lagrangian strain (Figure 2-9). Two tangent moduli from 86 tensile tests (~ 0.004 s-1 

strain rate) were reported: the toe-region tangent modulus (at 0 % strain) and the tangent modulus 

at 75% of the ultimate strain (Table 2-7). It should also be mentioned that all specimens (7 mm × 

7 mm) were obtained from twelve distal femora of immature bovine (~ 12 months old). 

) ) 
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Figure 2-9. A typical tensile stress-strain curve of a bone-growth plate -bovine specimen.89 

 

Lower tensile strength, stiffness and ultimate strain were observed in the growth plate than 

in the articular cartilage and meniscus (Table 2-8). In addition, tensile material properties of the 

growth plate appear to be site specific (Table 2-8). 

Table 2-8. Tensile material properties of growth plate and comparison with articular cartilage 

and meniscus (bovine specimens)89 

Region Toe tangent 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Tangent 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Ultimate 

stress 

(MPa) 

Ultimate 

strain 

Anterior 20.6±14.7 48.6±25.1 4.10±0.97 0.137±0.05 

Posterior/later

al 

16.9±9.6 37.9±16.7 3.05±0.80 0.123±0.04 

Posterior 

medial 

9.9±6.2 23.5±14.9 2.3±0.68 0.160±0.06 

Center 18.6±11.2 27.0±11.8 2.16±0.79 0.117±0.06 

Growth plate 

average 

15.5±3.2 34.6±17.7 2.97±0.80 0.138±0.06 

Articular 

cartilage  

-  84.0 25.0 >0.4 

Meniscus  -  200.0 >30.0 >0.1 

 

In addition to the anatomical location, the tensile material properties showed to vary by 

strain rate and age. Among the tests performed at different strain rates on the proximal tibia of 

bovine (12- to 18- months), the lateral region had a greater tangent modulus than the medial and 

central regions. No significant difference was observed in ultimate stress among specimens (Table 

2-9)92. During the growth process, the growth plate gets thinner, tangent modulus decreases, and 
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the ultimate strain and stress get higher (Table 2-10). A relationship between ultimate stress and 

growth plate thickness was proposed as Eqn. 5. 

𝜎(𝑀𝑃𝑎) = 3.2 − 2.8 × 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑚)      (Eqn. 5) 

Table 2-9. Tensile material properties by regions (bovine tibia growth plate specimens)92 

Strain 

rate 

Region Tangent 

modulus 

Ultimate stress (MPa) 

0.04 mm/s Lateral 15.78±1.66 3.46±0.45 

Center 11.81±2.12 2.64±0.29 

Medial 12.63±2.79 2.60±0.92 

0.004 

mm/s 

Lateral 14.60±2.22 2.82±0.42 

Center 9.53±2.38 2.01±0.50 

Medial 11.75±3.71 2.18±0.64 

0.0004 

mm/s 

Lateral 13.22±3.74 2.56±0.35 

Center 9.81±2.16 2.05±0.43 

Medial 11.10±2.36 2.25±0.60 

 

Table 2-10. Tensile material properties by age (bovine specimens)92 

Age (months) Growth plate 

thickness 

Tangent 

modulus 

Ultimate 

strain (%) 

Ultimate 

stress (MPa) 

5 0.65±0.12 7.52±2.15 23±6 1.36±0.53 

12-18 0.50±0.15 6.89±1.96 38±13 1.82±0.55 

 

Growth plate samples extracted from femoral heads of two male subjects (8 and 14-year-

old) were tested under tensile loading along the axis of the femoral head92. Quasi-static tests were 

performed with the load rates as 0.0004, 0.004 and 0.04 mm/s. It should be mentioned that both 

subjects suffered cerebral palsy which may affect the material properties. Of the forty samples 

prepared for the tests, eight failed through the cartilage. One sample was from an 8-year-old subject 

and the other seven were from a 14-year-old subject. Tangent modulus, defined as the slope of the 

steepest portion of the stress-strain curves, ultimate stress and ultimate strain were recorded during 

tests (Table 2-11). 

Table 2-11. Tensile material properties of human capital femoral growth plate92 

Growth plate 

thickness (mm) 

Ultimate stress 

(MPa) 

Ultimate strain (%) Tangent modulus 

(MPa) 

1.35±0.33 0.98±0.29 31±7 4.26±1.22 
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2.2.3.1 Compressive Properties of Growth Plate 

Twelve specimens were collected from 5-month-old calf proximal tibial growth plates98. 

The specimens were first preloaded to 1 N, then unconfined compression at 0.055 mm/min was 

applied until 20% strain which was held 1,400 sec to record a complete stress relaxation cycle. 

The mechanical behavior of growth plate was modeled as articular cartilage by biphasic theory99 

as a mixture of an elastic isotropic solid and an inviscid fluid. Young’s modulus (E) of the isotropic 

material was identified by an inverse finite element analysis as 1.1079± 0.3990 MPa (Gao et al., 

2014a) (Table 2-12). A relatively close value of Young’s modulus (1.08 MPa) was also identified 

from other stress-relaxation compression tests performed on calf samples88. The values of 

permeability coefficient (k) and the Poisson ratio (ν) (Table 2-12) were reported as well. 

Table 2-12 Compressive material properties of growth plate using isotropic material type 

 E (MPa) ν k (× 10−15 𝑚4/
𝑁𝑠) 

Reference 

Calf 1.08 0 15.5 100 

Calf 1.1079± 0.3990 - - 101 

A transversally isotropic material model for the solid matrix of growth plate with the plane 

of transverse isotropy perpendicular on the loading direction showed to fit better the test data100. 

The out-of-plane Young’s modulus (E3) was derived directly based on the data of unconfined test, 

it was assumed ν31=0, and then a three-parameter optimization procedure was used to extract the 

transverse permeability coefficient (k1), the Young’s modulus in the transverse plane in tension 

(E1), and the Poisson’s ratio (ν21) (Table 2-13).  

Similar stress-relaxation tests in unconfined compression were performed on porcine distal 

ulnae growth plate97. The cylindrical samples were initially preloaded at 5% strain, then a 15% 

strain at a strain rate 1.5×10−3 𝑠−1. A similar transversely isotropic biphasic model was assumed 

and its parameters were obtained directly from tests data (E3) or by inverse FE (E1, k1, ν21, ν31) 

(Table 2-13). 
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Table 2-13. Compressive material properties of growth plate using transversely isotropic 

biphasic material type 

 
E3 (MPa) 

compression 

E1 (MPa) 

tension 
ν21 ν31 

k1 
(× 10−15 𝑚4/𝑁𝑠) 

Reference 

Swine 0.51±0.12 
8.65

±1.72 

0.24±0.

07 

0.08

±0.03 
1.82±0.67 97 

Calf 0.47±0.11 
4.55

±1.21 

0.30±0.

20 
0.0 5.0±1.8 100 

2.2.3.2 Bending Properties of Growth Plate 

Bending tests were performed on proximal ends of the rat tibias using a variable strain-rate 

machine (20 mm/s). The time histories of load and displacement were recorded during the tests, 

and ultimate (failure) bending stress was derived from general formula for bending stress of an 

elastic beam σ=Mc/I (M –  maximum bending moment, I – the moment of inertia and c – the 

distance from the neutral axis to the outermost fiber). It was observed that the ultimate bending 

stress tends to increase with age, and the female growth plate was usually stronger in bending than 

the male growth plate (Figure 2-10)93. 

 

Figure 2-10. Ultimate bending stress of tibia-growth plate vs. age–rat specimen93 

Similar bending tests were performed on rat upper femoral growth plates102. A tangential 

force was applied on the femur epiphysis until the epiphysis separated from the shaft. As in 

previous tests on rat tibias93, the maximum bending stresses increased with age. The average 

mechanical strength grows from 70.8, 87.2 to 135.3 𝑔/𝑚𝑚2 for the samples of 10, 12 and 15-

week-old rats. 
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2.2.3.3 Shear Properties of Growth Plate 

Shearing tests were performed on pediatric femoral heads to determine the shear strength 

of the growth plate91. The femoral proximal ends were collected from 25 child PMHS aged five 

days to 15-years-old. The load was applied in an anteroposterior direction over the secondary 

center of ossification of the femoral head until failure occurred. One sample from each pair was 

tested after removing the perichondrial fibrocartilaginous as the excised group, the other one 

(control group) was tested with the complete perichondrial fibrocartilaginous. Failure loads were 

compared between two groups and it showed that the existence of perichondrial fibrocartilaginous 

makes the femur head stronger in shearing. For the samples collected from a six-year-old child, 

the failure loads were recorded as 696.5 N for control specimen and 539.6 N for excised specimen. 

Then the ultimate stress for the control specimen was derived as 0.988 MPa based on the measured 

cross-section area (7.04 cm2). Based on the control group specimen data, a linear regression 

relationship between the ultimate shear stress and age as Eqn. 6 (Figure 2-11). 

𝜏(𝑀𝑃𝑎) = 0.656 + 0.055 × 𝐴𝑔𝑒(𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟)        (Eqn. 6) 

 
Figure 2-11. Ultimate stress vs. age under shearing tests using human femoral heads specimens91 

Similar shearing tests were performed (0.05 mm/sec) on nine 5-month old porcine proximal 

femoral head specimens with variable loading directions (lateral, vertical and anterior)103. Force 

and deformation were recorded until failure (Table 2-14). No cross-section area data was measured 

in each test, so the anterior ultimate stress was calculated based on an estimated cross-section area 

of  961.6 𝑚𝑚2.  
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Table 2-14. Ultimate load, ultimate deformation and estimated ultimate stress under variable 

loading direction—porcine femoral head specimens103 

Load direction Ultimate load 

(N) 

Ultimate 

deformation (mm) 

Estimated 

ultimate stress 

(MPa) 

Anterior 1756 7.4 1.83 

1750 7.5 1.82 

1679 8.7 1.75 

Mean 

(SD) 
1728±43 7.9 1.80 

Lateral 1148 7.1  

918 7.0  

920 7.1  

Mean 

(SD) 
995±132 7.1  

Vertical 7397 5.0  

7413 6.6  

7008 6.4  

Mean 

(SD) 
7273±229 6.0  

 

2.2.4 Material Properties of Tendons 

Tendons are tough band of fibrous connective tissues that connect muscles to the bones 

and serve to stabilize the joints (e.g. knee joint). Similar to ligaments, tendons are made of collagen 

and can withstand tensile loads. The stiffness of a tendon increases during childhood and 

influences muscular force transfer to the skeleton. Tendon injuries (ruptures) appear usually in 

tension104, so their tensile properties are critical for their numerical models. 

2.2.4.1 Achilles Tendon 

Since the Achilles tendon is one of the most frequently injured tendons in the human body, 

its material properties were investigated using isolated coupons undergoing elongation to failure 

or in vivo.  The stress vs. strain curves obtained from tensile tests in failure on Achilles tendons 

collected from a 13-year-old and a 15-year-old PMHS were reported105. The ultimate stress and 

strain were recorded as 50.90 MPa and 3.39% for 13-year-old child specimen, and 44.23 MPa and 

6.85% for the 15-year-old child specimen. The Young’s moduli, calculated as the slopes of the 

reported stress vs. strain curves, were about 1800 MPa for 13-year-old child specimen and 645 

MPa for 15-year-old child specimen. 
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In an in vivo study106, 53 volunteer children between the ages of 5 and 12 years-old were 

seated on a dynamometer chair and their moment about the ankle joint was measured using an 

isokinetic dynamometer. Then, the tensile load was calculated as the ratio of the moment and the 

moment arm estimated using tendon excursion method. The tendon elongation was measured as 

the displacement of the gastrocnemius medialis muscle-tendon junction (GM MTJ) using 

ultrasound images. The stiffness was calculated as the slope of the line fitted to the force-

elongation data between 10% and 90% of peak force for all the participants because this range 

provided the most reliable tendon stiffness data. The regressive equations are 

𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑁
𝑚𝑚⁄ ) = 18.172 × 𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟) − 10.514            (Eqn. 7) 

and  𝐸 (𝑀𝑃𝑎) = 64.303 × 𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 1.553                       (Eqn. 8) 

Calculated by Eqn. 7 and 8, the tensile stiffness for 3, 6, and 10-year old PMHS tendons 

are estimated as 44.0, 98.5 and 171.2 N/mm, and the Young’s modulus were calculated as 191.4, 

384.3 and 641.5 MPa. An alternative way to determine stiffness was reported106. Data between 

10% and 90% of peak force of the second weakest participant (corresponding to a force range of 

54 to 484 N) was used to calculate the absolute stiffness, but low correlation was observed (R2 = 

0.15 lower than the relation reported in Eq. 3 R2 = 0.37).  

Similar tests were performed to understand how resistance training effects the properties 

of the child Achilles tendon107. Ten children aged approximately 8.9-years-old volunteered to join 

the tests as the control group. Similar to the test procedure shown above106, tendon properties were 

measured. The mean values of the stiffness were between 162.5 to 167.4 N/mm and the Young’s 

modulus was from 629.4 to 663.1 MPa. 

Tensile tests were performed on tendon specimens collected from all-ages108. The 

specimens were groups according to ages (0-9-year-old and 10-19-year-old).  Ultimate strength 

and ultimate elongation were recorded as 51.98 MPa and 11% for the younger group and 54.92 

MPa and 10% for the elder group. 

2.2.4.2 Patellar tendon 

Material properties of patellar tendon were also identified in vivo. Twenty-one elementary 

children (average: 11.2-years-old), 18 junior high school students (average:13.8-year-old) and 22 
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adults participated in vivo tests for identifying material properties of the patellar tendon109. Both 

stiffness and Young’s moduli, calculated based on the forces and elongations measured in tests 

increased during growth. The mean values for the elementary children group were 742.9 N/mm 

and 533.6 MPa. 

Tests were performed in vivo to quantify the changes in the elastic properties of human 

tendon structures. Nine younger boys (average:10.8-year-old), nine elder boys (average: 14.8-

year-old) and 14 young adults joined the measurements110. Elongation vs. force curves recorded 

for each age group showed a stiffness increase during growth (Figure 2-12).   

 

Figure 2-12. Young’s modulus of tendon vs. age105-107,109 

             Lines: only age ranges were published 

2.2.4.3 Other tendon 

Tensile tests in failure were also performed on isolated coupons. Tendon specimens were 

collected from toe and finger from both children and adults111. Compared to the adult material 

properties, the pediatric specimens showed lower tensile strength (29-44 MPa), a stronger 

elongation (14-18%) and a lower Young’s modulus (0.343 GPa). Young’s modulus of pediatric 

specimens was three times lower than in adult tendons. 

2.2.5 Material Properties of Knee Ligaments 

No test data regarding material and structural properties of pediatric human knee ligaments 

were identified in the literature. While a brief review of knee ligament properties derived from 

animal and adult humans are briefly summarized in this section, the reader is referred to Weiss and 

Gardner112 for a more detailed review.  
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Ligaments are anisotropic material with higher stiffness along the collagen fibers. Other 

than one test reported in literature113, the ligament was tested along the longitudinal direction (the 

direction of collagen fibers). ACL tensile properties corresponding to two age groups (Young adult: 

16-26 year old; old adult: 48-86 year old) were performed until failure at a strain rate of 1.0 per 

second114. A decrease in terms of tangent modulus, ultimate strain and stiffness relative to donors’ 

ages was observed (Table 2-15). 

The material properties of the two PCL bundles (aPC: anterolateral bundle; pPC: 

posteromedial bundle) were determined separately115. Specimens collected from adult PMHS (53-

98-year-old) were tested in tension until failure and their material properties were derived (Table 

2-15). 

Similar tensile tests were performed on human LCL, PCL ACL, and MCL specimens113,116. 

Information about PMHS specimens and calculated material properties is summarized in Table 

2-15. 

Table 2-15. Material properties of human knee ligament 

Ligament Age range 

/ Average 

age 

(Years) 

Tangent 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Tensile 

ultimate 

stress 

(MPa) 

Tensile 

ultimate 

strain (%) 

Reference 

ACL 48-86 
65.3±24.0 13.3±5.0 48.5±11.9 

114 

16-26 111±26 37.8±9.3 60.25±6.78 

27 312.58 34.73 14.97 116 

PCL a

aPC 

75 
75 

35.9±15.2 18.0±5.3 

115 

p

pPC 

27 
248±119 

24.4±10.0 19.5±5.4 

 27 145±69 37.94 15.86 116 

LCL 27 362.12 35.75 13.35 116 

MCL 62 332.2±58.3 38.6±4.8 17.1±1.5 
113 

62* 11.0±3.6 1.7±0.5 11.7±0.9 

* Load under transverse direction 
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2.3 Structural Properties of Pediatric Lower Extremity 

The structural properties are usually reported as force - displacement curves from tests of 

entire components (e.g. tibia, femur) or the whole human body. These properties vary based on 

factors such as specimen anthropometry and cannot be assigned directly to FE models. However, 

this valuable data could be used to calibrate or validate the models of lower limb components or 

the whole lower limb model. Therefore, pediatric structural properties of lower limb components 

identified in the literature are reviewed in the following sections. 

2.3.1 Long Bone under Bending Loading 

Three-point bending tests were performed on lower extremities long bones extracted from 

11 PMHS aged 2 to 12 years-old82. This pediatric PMHS test series included two children at the 

age 3 years and two children at the age 6 years. Both ends of long bones (femur and tibia) were 

potted in cups. Each long bone was loaded at the mid-shaft location until fracture by an impactor 

driven by a universe machine (SWD-10) at constant speeds (5 mm/min or 500 mm/min). The 

impact force and impactor displacement at the time of bone fracture were reported for each tested 

bone (Figure 2-13). 

 

Figure 2-13. Ultimate force and deformation under three-point bending t femur and tibia tests: a) 

Ultimate force; b) Ultimate deformation82 

Three-point bending tests were also performed on PMHS thighs117. While the majority of 

PMHS subjects were under 1-year-old, a 3-year-old PMHS and a 6-year-old PMHS were also 

employed. Each thigh was loaded quasi-statically with a constant velocity of 50 mm/min at the 

mid-thigh location until fracture. Ultimate forces were recorded as 1,744 and 2,016 N for right and 

left thighs of 3-year-old PMHS and their corresponding deformations were 38 mm. For the left 

a) b) 
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thigh from 6-year-old PMHS, the ultimate force was recorded as 2,920N and the ultimate 

deformation was recorded as 60mm117.  

Intact tibias and those with drill-holes118 extracted from a 4-year old PMHS and four 14-

year old PMHS were also tested in three-point bending tests (12 mm/min impactor speed). The 

ultimate force for the 4-year-old intact tibia was reported as 902 N. The ultimate forces of 14-year-

old intact tibias were recorded as 7649, 5492, 7502 and 6816 N. 

2.3.2 Pelvis under Lateral Impact 

Pelvic behavior under lateral impact was investigated119 in a test series which included 

PMHS from 2-year old up to 12-year-old (specifically, three PMHS were at the age 3 years and 

two PMHS were 6-year-old). The PMHS were set in a sitting posture and then where loaded 

laterally by a rectangular impactor (18 cm wide by 14 cm high). The impact speeds were set 

between 7 and 8 m/s during all tests except one which has a higher impact velocity (9.1 m/s). 

Ultimate force (Figure 2-14.a), ultimate deformation (Figure 2-14 b) and corresponding force-

deformation curve were reported for each specimen. 

 

Figure 2-14. Peak force and deformation under lateral impact: a) Peak force; b) Peak deformation 
119 (Note: two 3-year-old PMHS have the peak deformation as 2.1 cm which conincide in figure 

b) 

2.4 Summary 

Children differ structurally from adults in several ways which are critical to addressing 

before studying pediatric pedestrian protection. To aid in the development of accurate child 

numerical models, child anthropometry data and skeletal differences were summarized in this 

review. A body of knowledge about material properties of bone, cartilage, growth plate, tendon 

and knee ligaments in pediatric lower limbs was collated. Published experiments were investigated, 

static and dynamic properties were sorted according to the tissue type. Structural properties based 

a) b) 
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on component tests were also included, aimed at validating the child models. This data will further 

help researchers understand the complex behavior of pediatric lower extremity during collisions. 

More tests using child PMHS are encouraged to be performed and published in order to help in 

validation of child models. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 DEVELOPMENT OF SIX-YEAR OLD CHILD MODEL 

3.1 Morphing Procedure 

The child model (GHBMC 6YO-PS) was developed based on an existing adult model 

corresponding to a 5th percentile female (F05) anthropometry (Figure 3-1). First, the adult model 

was linearly scaled to an average six-year-old child’s overall anthropometry taken from literature39. 

Then, radial basis function interpolation with a thin-plate spline as the basis function (RBF-TPS) 

was used with a relaxation algorithm to morph from the scaled model to the final target geometry 

of the 6YO FE model. The morphing method is detailed in the literature120 and is briefly reviewed 

here.  

To initiate the morphing process, a set of homologos landmarks on a target and reference 

geometry are required. The reference surface represents the baseline finite element mesh and thus 

the first step in this process was to convert the surface of the linearly scaled FE mesh to a 

polynomial CAD surface using standard software (Geomagic Studio, 3D Systems, Cary NC).  The 

target surface was an altered version of a 6YO seated CAD surface from a statistical model 

developed by Reed et al40. The two surfaces were brought into the same coordinate system and 

homologous landmarks were created. Homologous landmarks in the same coordinate system were 

made using ANTS software, which is further described in the literature120-125. Homologous 

landmarks are evenly spread across the surfaces used and are at the same relative location on each 

surface.  

The RBF-TPS method calculates thin-plate spline coefficients from landmark locations on 

reference and target geometries, and then applies the spline equations to the reference mesh to 

create the target mesh. The result is a morphed target mesh which is based on the reference.  An 

advantage of this method is that it allows for the description of the target geometry, 6YO in this 

case, with a surface-only set of landmark points. 

After the morphing process, anthropometry was compared to gross values in the literature 

to verify the accuracy of the morph. Retrospective scan data were used to locally adjust the 

geometry as needed for accuracy, e.g. in the C-spine. The initial morphed model37 was found to 

underestimate the target mass of 23.4 kg. Therefore, a second morphing process was performed to 
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achieve a more anthropometrically accurate body shape, using data from the recent statistical 

geometry in a standing posture126. 

 

Figure 3-1. The 6YO FE model 

Once again the same RBF-TPS method as described above was used with 8000 

homologous surface landmarks. The implemented morphing method generated a quality mesh with 

over 98% of the elements passing targets set by the GHBMC prior to post-morph mesh adjustments. 

The elements below quality thresholds were edited manually to achieve agreement with GHBMC 

program targets.  

3.2 Mesh quality 

The 6YO FE model has 538,743 nodes, 834,734 elements and 586 parts. The majority 

(99.9%) of FE model elements have high quality within allowable limits of GHBMC quality mesh 

criteria (Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1. FE model mesh quality 

Element 

Type 

Mesh Quality 

Criterion 

Min (m)/Max. (M) 

value 

Allowable 

limit 

Elements under 

allowable limit 

(%) 

Shell Jacobian 0.4 (m) 0.3 0 (0%) 

Warpage 88.9 (M) 50 165 (0.0849%) 

Aspect  Ratio 10.1 (M) 8 15 (0.0077%) 

Solid Jacobian 0.3 (m) 0.3 21 (0%) 

Warpage 179.4 (M) 50 2387 (0%) 

Aspect Ratio 48.7 (M) 8 739 (0 %) 

Whole body view Skeleton view
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3.3 Anthropometry accuracy 

The final child pedestrian model has a mass of 23.86 kg and a height of 117 cm. Several 

anthropometric measures of the child pedestrian model were calculated and showed agreement 

with the corresponding standard measures reported in the literature (Table 3-2) 127.  

 

Table 3-2. Anthropometric measures: FE model vs. literature data 

Anthrop. measure FE Model (cm) ASTM Standard (cm) 

Waist Girth 60.0 58.4 

Thigh Girth 38.3 36.2 

Knee Girth 27.9 25.1 

Ankle Girth 18.2 17.8 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 MODEL VALIDATION  

4.1 Validation at component levels 

4.1.1 Long bone under three-point bending test simulations 

In testing82, the long bones of lower extremities (femurs and tibias) were extracted from 

two 6YO PMHS. Both the distal and proximal ends of long bones were potted in cups. Then, an 

impactor driven by a universe machine (SWD-10) loaded long bones at the middle-shaft location 

until failure under quasi-static three-point AP bending82. These tests were simulated in LS-DYNA 

software (LSTC, Livermore, CA) under simplified conditions (Figure 4-1) due to limited published 

test information. The FE models of the impactor, cup supports and ground were defined as rigid 

bodies. Nodes on both bones’ ends were rigidly attached to the cup supports, which were supported 

by the fixed ground. An impactor loaded the long bone at its middle location constantly with the 

same velocity (0.5 m/min) as in testing. 

Initially, the material properties of a male 50th percentile model (M50)128-130 were assigned 

to the child model. However, because a higher bending stiffness and femoral failure force were 

predicted in FE simulations, the value of Young’s modulus for the child femoral cortical bone was 

set as 9 GPa based on a published Young’s modulus vs. age curve41,42. Since no published data 

regarding yield stress of a child femur was identified in the literature, the yield stress was assumed 

to be proportional to the Young’s modulus and was calculated as 70.8 MPa. The failure strain was 

assumed to be the same as an adult’s femur cortical bone (0.8%) since no data showing it changes 

with age was identified in the literature. Similarly, due to the lack of pediatric PMHS test data, the 

Young’s modulus of child tibia cortical bone was obtained by scaling adult data, assuming the 

same age variation as in femoral material properties. Therefore, the Young’s modulus of six-year-

old child tibia cortical bone was considered as 11.67 GPa and the yield stress and failure plastic 

strain were assumed as the same as child femoral properties (Table 4-1).  
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Table 4-1. Material Properties Specific to Child Long Bone 

 Material Properties Reference 

Femur E=9 GPa; 𝜐=0.28;  𝜎=0.0708 GPa; 

Failure strain=0.8% 

Currey and Butler, 1975; 

Ivarsson et al., 2004 

Tibia E=11.67 GPa; 𝜐=0.28;  𝜎=0.0708 GPa; 

Failure strain=0.8% 

Scaled 

E: Young’s modulus; 𝜐: Poisson’s ratio; 𝜎: Yield Stress 

 

Figure 4-1. The simulation setups for long bone bending tests: (a) femur; (b) tibia 

PMHS fracture force and force-deformation curves were used to validate the FE model. In 

testing, the femur fractures occurred at 719 N and 1,459 N, and the tibia fractures occurred at 600 

N and 1,214 N. Both femur and tibia FE models with assigned adult material properties showed 

quasi-linear stiffness curves in three-point bending as showed previously in literature23, but higher 

levels of fracture force. Failure in the femur FE model with child material properties was recorded 

at 1,500 N which was close to the higher test value (less than 3% error) (Figure 4-2 a). Similarly, 

in the tibia FE model fracture occurred at 1,143 N, which is 5.8% lower than the higher test data 

(Figure 4-2 b).  

Femur FE Model 

Impactor 
(Velocity 0.5m/min) 

Rigid 

Supports 
Ground 
(Fixed) 

a

) 

Tibia FE Model 

) 

a) b) 
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Figure 4-2. Stiffness curves of long bone under bending loading: (a) Femur (b)Tibia 

4.1.2 Knee under four-point bending test simulations 

Ligament failure caused by lateral bending is a common knee injury for pedestrians during 

CPC accidents. Four-point bending tests were performed using adult PMHS specimens to estimate 

knee tolerance under valgus bending loading131. Isolated knee parts were potted in specific cups 

which rotated around support joints during tests. While the distal support connected to the tibia 

was fixed, the distal support connected to the femur was allowed to move horizontally. The angular 

rate of the knee was about 1 deg/ms during tests and the bending moment was measured by a load 

cell connected to the femur extension bar. 

Knee bending tests were simulated in LS-DYNA software. The nodes on the ends of long 

bones (femur, tibia and fibula) were attached rigidly to the rigid cups (Figure 4-3). The cups were 

consequently connected to two extension bars which were driven based on the angular time 

histories recorded in testing. The time histories of the bending moment were calculated using 

defined cross sections at the middle location of the knee and in the cup, and then compared to the 

corresponding test data131,132. 
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Figure 4-3. The simulation setup for knee four-point bending test 

In the simulation of the 6YO knee three-point bending test, Medial Collateral Ligament 

(MCL) rupture at about 15.4° knee angle was observed as in the adult PMHS knee tests131,133. 

However, the load cell moment vs. knee angle curve was lower than corresponding PMHS adult 

data131. The bending moment calculated at the knee center showed also lower rotational stiffness 

in the pediatric model compared to adult data (about 30%)132. No quantitative comparison could 

be made to PMHS data due to the lack of a reliable scaling methodology from adult to pediatric 

data in this loading condition (Figure 4-4). 

 

Figure 4-4. Knee four-point bending. Comparison between 6 YO child FE data vs. test data (50th 

male) (a) moment vs. knee angle curves at the load cell (b) moment vs. knee angle at the center 

of the knee 

4.1.3 Pelvis under lateral impact tests 

The pelvic region of the child FE model was validated against data recorded in lateral 

impact tests119. Two 6YO PMHS were impacted laterally with a square impactor at two different 

constant velocities (7.1 m/s and 7.7 m/s). The rectangular impactor (18 × 14 cm) had a mass of 

3.24 kg. On the non-impact side, the body was restrained by a fixed wall. No pelvic fracture was 

recorded during testing. 

Fracture occurs

Cups 

Knee Model 
Proximal support Distal support 

Extension Bars Middle of load cell 

a

b) 

a
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In FE simulation, the child FE model (6YO) in a standing posture was impacted on its right 

side (Figure 4-5). Since no specific information about the experimental equipment was identified 

in published data, the impactor, wall and ground models were assigned as rigid materials. The 

impactor was positioned at the pedestrian’s pelvis, and it moved horizontally at a constant velocity. 

The time histories of force, pelvic deformation and Viscous Criterion (V*C) were recorded and 

compared with test data. 

 

Figure 4-5. The simulation setup of lateral pelvis impact test 

In the lateral pelvic impact simulation, no injuries were predicted as in the PMHS tests119. 

The force vs. deformation curves predicted by the pediatric FE model had similar shapes as the 

test data, but showed lower stiffness (Figure 4-6).  

 

Figure 4-6. Pelvis under lateral loading.  Comparison between FE model output and test data.  

Force-deformation curves with initial velocity as (a) 7.1 m/s; (b) 7.7 m/s; V*C-time curves with 

initial velocity as (c) 7.1 m/s; (d) 7.7 m/s; 
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The difference was lowest in the simulation with lower speed (7.1 m/s). The same trend 

was also observed in the time histories of viscous criterion (V*C). It should be mentioned, that 

different PMHS were used in testing at each impact speed, so the individual difference may affect 

the test validity. 

4.2 Validation at whole body level 

The numerical stability of the 6YO FE model was verified in a CPC simulation with a FE 

model of the mid sedan vehicle used previously in adult PMHS testing 133-136. Gravity was assigned 

to the model and the child model was preloaded before the impact through the ground by a force 

corresponding to the model’s weight. Appropriate contacts were assigned between the vehicle and 

pedestrian models. As in a previous CPC simulation with M50 model 137, the 6YO FE model in a 

mid-stance gait posture was impacted laterally at the vehicle centerline by a vehicle model moving 

at a 40 km/h initial velocity (Figure 4-7). The child model stability and overall behavior were 

verified and the predicted injuries were investigated. 

 

Figure 4-7. The simulation setup of a car-to-pedestrian collision (CPC) 

 

To mitigate pedestrian head injuries, deployable devises (e.g. pop-up hoods and air bags) 

have been implemented in various front end regions of new cars (e.g. hood, cowl, A-pillars etc.)21. 

The total response time (TRT) of these systems is calculated as the sum of the sensing time (ST) 

and the deployment time (DT). To be effective in the reducing the head injury risk in pedestrian 

accidents, TRT should be smaller than the Head Impact Time (HIT) for the “hardest to detect” 

pedestrian10. While the HIT has the lowest values in the case of child pedestrians138, the values of 

child HIT together with impact location are very important parameters in vehicle design for a new 

Gravity 

9.81 m/s2 Impact Velocity 

40 km/h 
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car with deployable devices. Therefore, four additional CPC simulations with vehicle impact 

speeds of 20, 30, 50 and 60 km/h were performed, and the values of HIT and Wrap Around 

Distance (WAD) were calculated.  

The child pedestrian model showed numerical stability under the same tested CPC 

configuration (Figure 4-8) as our previous child model37. The initial contact between the child 

pedestrian and the vehicle started at around 8 ms (Figure 4-8). The right leg of the model was first 

impacted by the bumper, and a femur fracture was predicted to occur at about 14 ms (Figure 4-9a). 

The right knee started to be loaded under valgus bending and a MCL rupture was observed shortly 

(Figure 4-9 b). Once the left lower limb was impacted, a LCL rupture was predicted due to varus 

bending loading (Figure 4-9 c). Additionally, fractures of tibia and fibula occurred in the distal 

region which impacted the lower bumper (Figure 4-9 d). The child's torso started to rotated around 

the leading edge and the head impacted the hood at around 76 ms (Figure 4-8). 

 

 

 

Figure 4-8.  Pedestrian Kinematic during CPC simulation 
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Figure 4-9. Injuries recorded in CPC simulation. (a) Right femur fracture. (b) Right MCL failure 

(c) Left LCL failure (d) Left tibia/fibula fractures 

In the CPC simulations with vehicle impact velocities from 20 km/h up to 60 km/h, HIT 

decreased and the WAD increased almost linearly while the velocity increased (Figure 4-10). 

 

Figure 4-10. The variation of HIT and WAD relative to the impact speed in child pedestrian CPC 

simulations 

4.3 Summary 

A computationally efficient child pedestrian FE model was developed based on an average 

geometry of a 6-year-old child using scaling and morphing techniques. The final finite element 

model has good mesh quality and anthropometric measurements close to the corresponding data 

included in child standards. The bone models with material parameters assigned based on data 

from child databases or by scaling predicted fracture points close to PMHS child bending data. 

Under impact loading, the response of the pelvis model showed similarities to PMHS data, but 

slightly softer responses. No child data is available for knee lateral bending, but the child model 

(a) 14ms (b) 26ms (c) 33 ms (d) 42 ms
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showed a lower stiffness than adult data as expected. The whole child model showed numerical 

stability and predicted common injuries of pedestrians during CPC simulations. While further 

validation would increase the confidence in the model, the current model could be used in 

investigating the injury mechanisms in pedestrian accidents and in the design of new vehicles with 

deploying devices for pedestrian protection.  

A 6YO pedestrian FE model was developed and validated against PMHS test data in this 

study. While the overall antropometric measures showed to be close to the average standard data, 

further improvements to the model could be performed in the future. For example, the abdominal 

organs were replaced with a cavity bag, but could be easily added in the future based on some 

statistical data130,139,140 to investigate abdominal injuries in pedestrian accidents. In addition, it is 

well-known that child skeleton structure has some distict anatomical features related to the 

ossification process. This process consists of transforming infant cartilaginous tissues into adult 

bone and it is completed between the age of 18 and 25 years17. While the morphing combined with 

scaling approaches used in this study may add some limitations in predicting accurantly the long 

bone epiphysis fractures, these fractures are less common than mid-shaft fractures in pedestrian 

accidents. In addition, model updates, which may include adding the models of growth plates in 

distal femurs, could be performed in future studies.  

The femur and tibia models with material parameters obtained from children databases or 

by scaling predicted reasonably the failure points recorded in PMHS child tests. Although the 

stiffness curves are lacking in the literature, the outputs showed a similar linear shape as that 

reported in adult tests23. The femur and tibia child models with adult properties showed higher 

bending stiffness than PMHS child data. This suggests that in addition to antropometry differences 

and specific children growth features, material properties play an important role in reproducing 

child biomechanical and injury responses under impact. Therefore, material and component tests 

on pediatric specimens are highly recommended to be performed in future for further improvement 

of all child FE models. 

As in adult GHBMC adult models and all other human FE models, the bones were modeled 

using isotropic material models due to the lack of an accurate material model which takes into 

account the complex bone material properties (e.g. transversely isotropic, higher stiffness in 

compression than tension, etc.). While this approach may slightly reduce the bone injury 

tolerance23,129, it may significantly influence the location of fracture (e.g. on compression side 
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instead on the tensile side). Therefore, development of more accurate material models in LS-Dyna 

software is highly recommended. In addition, better approaches for modeling fracture propagation 

than the element elimination approach used in this study should be developed in current FE 

software packages as well. 

The child knee model showed lower stiffness under valgus bending than adult PMHS data. 

Since the knee joint is a very complex structure, the current knee FE models take into account only 

the major knee ligaments (MCL, LCL, ACL, PCL) and neglect the synovial fluid. Then, a capsule 

model which covers the knee is usually calibrated to adjust to test data. Since child data for capsule 

and knee ligaments is lacking in the literature, their properties were assigned based on our adult 

model. Therefore, PMHS child data under this loading conditions is required to validate the level 

obtained in this study (about 30% of adult stiffness) and eventually to calibrate the child knee 

model. 

Pelvis impact simulation outputs had lower values than the PMHS child test data showing 

a better match in the impact test with lower impact velocity. While these differences could be 

caused by inter-subject variability, the variability of test conditions and the viscoelastic properties 

of pelvic flesh may play a role as well. Thus, more tests based on child PMHS material and 

component tests for the pelvic region are recommended as well. 

The child pedestrian FE model showed numerical stability and predicted common lower 

extremity injuries of pedestrians during CPC simulations. While more component level validations 

for body regions other than pelvis/lower extremity and a validation of the model against CPC data 

obtained from real-world accidents23,30 is highly recommended, the current model could be used 

with cautiousness in FE simulation of child pedestrian accidents to better understand the injury 

mechanisms and to mitigate these injuries. One obvious application could be the derivation of HIT 

in Euro-NCAP protocol for new cars with deployable devices. As in a previous study138, the current 

child model showed that HIT decreased with the impact speed. Overall, good predictions 

recommen using the child model in Euro-NCAP protocol or in the development of complex 

catalog-based protective pedestrian systems141. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Contributions 

The work presented in this thesis represents one of many efforts to protect child pedestrians. 

Several specific achievements are listed as followed. 

(1) Review of the child anatomic data. Specific anatomic features are summarized to help 

developing child model with accurate structure. 

(2) Review of the material and structural properties of child lower extremities reported in 

the literature. Specifically, material properties of bone, cartilage, growth plate, tendons 

and knee ligaments in pediatric lower limbs were summarized. 

(3) Development of a computational efficient pedestrian FE model corresponding to a six-

year-old child, named as GHBMC 6YO-PS.  

(4) Validation of GHBMC 6YO-PS pelvis and lower extremity and verification of the 

model stability in CPC impact for a various range of the pre-impact car. 

The novelty of this study includes: 

(1) A systemic review of pediatric data was performed for the first time and the data will 

contribute to developing all the child models, which include both pedestrian and 

occupant. Anthropometry data are conducted specifically for 3-, 6- and 10-year-old 

child and the lower extremities features are compared with an adult. Several component 

experiments using child PMHS were performed before but the material properties are 

hard to compare because the test conditions are different. In this study, the material 

properties of bone, cartilage, growth plate, tendon and knee ligaments are summarized 

for the first time, static and dynamic properties were sorted according to the tissue type. 

Structural properties based on component tests were also included, aimed at validating 

the child models. 

(2) GHBMC 6YO-PS is validated on component level. The work mostly focuses on the 

lower extremities and pelvis. The long bone models with material parameters assigned 

based on data from child databases or by scaling predicted fracture points close to 

PMHS child bending data. Under impact loading, the response of the pelvis model 
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showed similarities to PMHS data, but slightly softer responses. No child data is 

available for knee lateral bending, but the child model showed a lower stiffness than 

adult data as expected. These component validations indicated successful part 

development. 

(3) The whole child model is validated under CPC simulations with a serious of impact 

velocities (20-60 km/h). The FE model showed numerical stability and predicted 

common injuries of pedestrians during the simulations. One obvious application could 

be the derivation of HIT in Euro-NCAP protocol for new cars with deployable devices. 

This particular effort was to develop and validate an advanced and computational efficient 

FE model of a six-year-old child pedestrian to analysis the crash performance in the simulation. 

Overall, the results of this work indicate good potential for GHBMC 6YO-PS model as a tool to 

predict the performance during traffic crashes. 

5.2 Future Work 

The current model could be used in investigating the injury mechanisms in pedestrian 

accidents and in the design of new vehicles with deployable devices for pedestrian protection, but 

further validations are recommended to perform to increase the confidence of the model. Several 

ideas of future work are listed as follow: 

(1) The model could be improved by adding pediatric anatomic features. As talked in 

Chapter 2, the child has several anatomical differences from adults, such as the 

existence of the growth plate and the higher percentage of trabecular bone. These 

differences effect injury biomechanics of pediatric pedestrians and more studies should 

be done to upgrade the current GHBMC 6YO-PS model by adding the anatomic 

features. 

(2) The accuracy of the pelvis and lower extremities models could be future improved. The 

component tests were currently simulated under simple boundary conditions because 

of the lack of published information. The current long bone models are validated under 

static bending tests using child PMHS, which only showed a simplified aspect of the 

complex material properties. Therefore, more material and component tests on 

pediatric specimens are highly recommended to be performed in future and the test 

details should be recorded for further improvement of all child FE models. 
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(3) The knee ligament models are currently validated based on the adult PMHS test data, 

the material properties could be future improved. A scaling method should be studied 

which could help the researchers estimate the child material properties from adult or 

animal samples. Besides, tests using child PMHS are also recommended so the child 

material properties are directly collected. 

(4) The regions other than pelvis or lower extremity should be validated by component test 

simulation. This study shows the first step of the validation of the GHBMC 6YO-PS 

model and it focuses on the regions which are firstly impacted during CPC crashes. 

Other regions, such as head and abdomen deserve more attention in the future studies. 

The child model will be more reliable after the future validations to better predict the 

performance during crashes.  

(5) More CPC simulations could be performed based on accident reconstruction data. Test 

using child PMHS is extremely rare which limited the whole body level validation. 

Accident reconstruction data could be an alternative to validate the GHBMC 6YO-PS. 

It should be mentioned that the individual differences (e.g. body shape, pedestrian 

posture) may affect the performance during a crash so specifically change based on 

each case should be performed. The GHBMC 6YO-PS model after these improvements 

could be commonly used to reconstruct real-life accidents.  
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APPENDIX: COMPONENT TEST SIMULATION SCREENSHOT 

Appendix A. Three-point bending test simulation on femur with child material properties 

 

Time=0 ms      Time=195 ms 

 

Time=396 ms      Time=603 ms 

 

Time=808 ms      Time=995 ms 
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Time=1195 ms     Time=1400 ms 

 

Time=1606 ms     Time=1792 ms 
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Appendix B. Three-point bending test simulation on tibia with child material properties 

 

Time=0 ms     Time=210 ms 

 

 

Time=410 ms     Time=610 ms 

 

 

Time=810 ms     Time=1010 ms 
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Time=1310 ms    Time=1410 ms 

 

 

Time=1510 ms    Time=1610 ms 

 

 

Time=1710 ms 
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Appendix C: Four point bending test simulation on knee  

Time=0 ms      Time=210 ms 

 

 

Time=40 ms 
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Appendix D: Lateral impact test simulation on pelvis 

 

Time=0 ms     Time=10 ms 

 

Time=20 ms     Time=30 ms 

 

Time=40 ms     Time=45 ms 

  

 

 


